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I. Introduction

Financial statement users have expressed concerns about the ability to assess earnings potential and riskiness of diversified firms as conglomerate mergers and acquisitions increased rapidly during the 1960's. As shown in congressional hearing records and survey, financial analysts and other financial statements users have contended that consolidated financial statements do not provide sufficient information to assist in analyzing diversified firms and thus segment data might be important in assessing future prospects of a diversified firm. (1)

As a result of continuing pressure from interested parties, segment reporting requirements have been imposed by the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) (2) and expanded by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). The addition of segment information to consolidated financial statements is presumed to enhance the predictive value of accounting information. Their
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(1) For example, based on his survey, Mautz (1968) asserts that "there is virtually no successful way of judging future earnings or profits unless major areas of activity are spelled out in terms of revenue, direct cost, and net profits." (p.96)
presumption is well presented in the stated purpose of the FASB’s SFAS No. 14.

The purpose of the information required to be reported by this statement is to assist financial statements users in analyzing and understanding the enterprise’s financial statements by permitting better assessment of the enterprise’s past performance and future prospects (FASB, 1978; para 5).

However, there have been arguments against the value of segmental information. Those arguments can be summarized into two points: (1) it contains measurement errors due to arbitrary common cost allocation and transfer pricing and (2) there is no objective criterion in segmentation schemes and consistency in segment information across firms. That is, it is claimed that problems related to potential measurement errors and lack of the comparability across firms may impair the relevance of segment information. Thus, opponents caution that disclosure of segment information may mislead financial statement users.

A considerable amount of empirical research has attempted to resolve the arguments on whether segment information is valuable. Although both the costs and the benefits of segment information disclosure should be examined to evaluate the relevance of segment reporting requirement, most studies have only assessed the benefits of segment reporting. The Fineness Theorem of the information literature (e.g., Marshak and Radner, 1971) provides a theoretical basis for the claimed benefits of segment reporting. It states that a finer information system is at least as valuable to decision makers as less fine information system. Thus, many empirical studies focus on whether segment data provide additional information to investors despite potential measurement errors and lack of the comparability of segment information.

The previous studies on the benefits of segment reporting can be summarized into two groups. One group of studies evaluates the impact of segment reporting on investors’ ability to predict future earnings, investors’ risk assessment, or return distributions of affected firms.\(^{(3)}\) However, their findings are contradic-

\(^{(3)}\) e.g., see Barefield and Cominsky (1975, as cited in Baldwin(1984)) and Baldwin(1984) for
tory. Many of these studies compare two disclosure environments, voluntary and mandatory, over the periods before and after the disclosure requirements, or evaluate cross-sectional differences between voluntarily disclosing firms and nondisclosing firms prior to the segment reporting requirement. The comparison of the mandatory disclosure environment with the regulation-free environment could provide a good control scheme in research designs. However, it necessarily involves complications due to potential changes in operating characteristics of multidivisional firms between the time periods and self-selection bias in the sampling process. (4) Several other aspects should be also considered for the assessment of a finer information system with changes in return distributions. Examples of these aspects are the cost of information production and disclosure, its impact on the payoff and probability functions at individual level, and wealth transfer problem among firms.

Another group of studies evaluates the value of segment information, focusing on the nature of information rather than merely the act of disclosure. (5) Those studies show how segment information can be used in the investment decision process, especially in future earnings prediction or risk assessment. However, those studies rely on rather simple forecasting models with a limited numbers of sample firms and only a few years of segment data disclosed voluntarily or in compliance with the SEC's reporting requirement.

Since the initial pronouncements of the SEC's segment reporting requirements in 1969 and 1970, the segment reporting requirements have been expanded through the FASB's SFAS No. 14 (1976) and Regulation S-K of the SEC (1978). Under SFAS No. 14, segment reporting is also subject to the inde-

---


(4) Since multidivisional firms had discretion to disclose segment data prior to the segment reporting requirement of the SEC, there might be peculiar characteristics inherent in firms which chose to report segment data.

(5) See Kinney (1971) and Collins (1976) for the accuracy forecasting models, Collins (1976) for private value of segment information as evaluated in a trading strategy in security markets and Kinney (1972) and Mohr (1982) for the use of segment information in risk assessment.
pendent auditors' review, which may improve the overall quality of segment reporting. Segment information has been disclosed for more than a decade since the initial reporting requirement of the SEC. However, whether segment data contain information not available in the consolidated financial statements has not been resolved. Thus, more research on the value of segment information with different perspectives and more reliable data (as explained below) is likely to be worthwhile in addressing the shortcomings of previous research.

The purpose of this research is to provide empirical evidence concerning the predictive ability of segment data disclosed in accordance with SFAS No. 14 as a way to evaluate the benefits of segment reporting requirements. The predictive ability criterion is adopted to evaluate whether segment information can be used to improve information users' ability to predict future earnings, which is considered as one of the common information needs. Although the requirements of segment reporting should be evaluated by considering cost and benefits to both information users and affected firms, the evaluation of potential benefits in terms of future earnings prediction can provide some implications for future accounting policy decisions.

Predictive ability has been defined as "the ability to generate operational implications (i.e. prediction) and to have those predictions subsequently verified by empirical evidence." (Beaver, Kennelly, and Voss; 1968, p.677) Therefore, the predictive ability of segment information can be evaluated by comparing the actual numbers with forecasts. However, this evaluation of the predictive ability is dependent upon the forecasting models adopted. The forecasting models should be chosen based on whether they are similar to investors' decision models. However, various decision models can be used by investors according to their available information and other resources.

Time series models can be used in evaluating predictive ability because time series models do not require us to specify functional relationships with other variables and theses models need only the past history of the variables to be
predicted. However, even the accuracy of time series models may be dependent upon the characteristics of underlying processes. Moreover, time series behavior of consolidated earnings and segment earnings of diversified firms has not been specifically examined despite considerable amount of time series research on accounting earnings numbers. Thus, this study uses general classes of Box-Jenkins' autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models as forecasting models for segment earnings and consolidated earnings and consolidated earnings.

The available time series observations for segment earnings are too small to apply Box-Jenkins time series analysis since segment reporting has been required on annual basis only since 1970. Thus, in this study time series models for segment earnings are identified and estimated from industry aggregated earnings series under the assumption that earnings of segments operating in the same industry follow an identical time series process. Earnings are presumed to be decomposable into two components; a firm-specific component which is affected by firm-specific factors, and an industry-specific component which is affected by external factors (macroeconomic and industry factors). If a multidivisional firm operates in several industries, its consolidated earnings are differently affected by industry or macroeconomic factors. Thus, if segment data contain information in addition to that of consolidated data, segment data are presumed to reflect the effects of external factors on earnings better than consolidated data. The accuracy of forecasting models incorporating segment data is compared to that of models incorporating consolidated data only.

II. Earnings Forecasting Models and Hypotheses

1. Earnings Forecasting Models

Previous analytical studies have suggested that the “gains” from disaggregation exist if (1) some of parameters of time series models for the disaggregated series are not identical or (2) non-zero serial correlations among disaggregate
series are present. These necessary conditions for potential gains from disaggregation may be very likely to be met in segment earnings series. [e.g., Nelson, 1975; Rose, 1977; Wei and Abrabam, 1981; Hopwood, Newbold, and Silhan, 1982] However, those conditions are derived under the strict assumption that the underlying processes are known without error. Thus, the gains from using segment data may be also dependent upon whether the potential errors in the specification of models for consolidated earnings series exceed those for segment earnings series.

An important part of segment reporting for a multidivisional firm is to disaggregate its overall operational results by its lines of business according to industry categories. Previous empirical research suggests that there exist commonalities of individual firms’ earnings in the same industry. [e.g., Brown and Ball, 1967; Brealy, 1968; Gonedes, 1973; Magee, 1974; Foster, 1977] It has been also suggested that accounting earnings of firms in the same industry follow similar time series behavior since the operational characteristics of firms in the same industry are determined by similar factor input and output markets. [e.g., Dopuch and Watts, 1972; Lev, 1983; Lorek, Icberman, and Abdulkader, 1983]

This study utilizes the industry-specific time series models as forecasting models for segment earnings in order to overcome limited time series observations of segment data. The underlying presumption is that consolidated earnings of a multidivisional firm follows a more complex process than its segments’ earnings and can be better analyzed and predicted using the differential industry-specific time series properties of earnings of its segments. Earnings of segments in the same industry are assumed to follow an identical time series process which is specific to the industry.

(1) The Effects of Industry Factors on Earnings

Factors affecting earnings of individual firms can be classified into two groups; firm-specific factors and external factors (industry-wide and economy-wide factors). Some examples of external factors are changes in inflation rates,
macroeconomic policies, technologies or consumer tastes pertaining to specific industries, and input and output prices. Differences in operational and financial decisions, management skill, and the choice of accounting methods can be firm-specific factors.

The effects of common external factors on a firm's accounting earnings have been found significant. For example, using a two-digit level of SIC aggregation as the definition of an industry, Brown and Ball (1967) find that industry-wide commonalities account for 10~15 percent of the variability of a firm's annual earnings after 35~40 percent of explanation by economy-wide commonalities. Brealey [1968, as cited in Foster (1978)] uses a three-digit level of SIC aggregation and finds that on average 21 percent of the variability of earnings is explained by industry commonalities in addition to 21 percent of explanation by economy-wide factors. Foster (1978) finds 18 percent of the variation in net income to be from industry influence after 27 percent is accounted for by economy-wide factors. Even multidivisional firms may be assigned to one industry group according to their main lines of business regardless of the level of fineness in industry classification. Thus, the influence of industry factors may be underestimated if many multidivisional firms are included in the sample.

The evidence about the existence of industry and economy-wide influences on accounting earnings can be utilized to describe potential problems in applying time series analysis to consolidated earnings series of multidivisional firms. Suppose that earnings of a segment or a firm are decomposable into two components, a firm-specific component which is determined by firm-specific factors and an industry-specific component which is determined by external factors, as follows:

$$SE_{1t} = FE_{1t} + IE_{1t}$$  \( (II.1) \)

where

$$SE_{1t} = \text{segment earnings for segment 1 (or single segment firm 1)}$$

at time \( t \)
\(FE_{it}=\) firm-specific component for segment 1
\(IE_{it}=\) industry-specific component for segment 1

Then we can show that the earnings of a multidivisional firm is generated from a more complex process than the earnings of a single segment. Take one simple case where a multidivisional firm operates in two unrelated industries. If the sum of two segment earnings series is equal to consolidated earnings series, then

\[
E_{it}^n = SE_{1t} + SE_{2t} = (FE_{1t} + IE_{1t}) + (FE_{2t} + IE_{2t}) = (FE_{1t} + FE_{2t}) + (IE_{1t} + IE_{2t}) = FE_t + (IE_{1t} + IE_{2t}) \tag{II.2}
\]

where

\(E_{it}^n=\) consolidated earnings of a multidivisional firm at time \(t\)

Granger and Morris (1976), Rose (1977), Granger and Newbold (1979) provide analytical proof that the sum of two series results in a more complex series than component series when component series are independent each other and stationary. That is,

if \(X_t \sim \text{ARMA}(p, m), Y_t \sim \text{ARMA}(q, n), \text{ and } Z_t = X_t + Y_t\)

then \(Z_t \sim \text{ARMA}(x, y)\)

where \(x \leq p + q \text{ and } y \leq \max(p + n, q + m)\)

(Granger and Morris; 1976)

The reduction of parameters can occur in "coincidental" situations. The sum of two series is identical to its component series, only when two series are identical process, which is called "perfectly coincidental" situations. To simplify the case, assume that \(FE_{1t}\) and \(FE_{2t}\) follow an identical process. Then, \(FE_{it}\) in (II.1) and \(FE_t\) in (II.2) follow the same process. Although two industry component series cannot be perfectly independent because of the existence of economy-wide influence, consolidated earnings series (II.2) will follow a more complex process than its segment (II.1). This can be extended to the comparison between earnings series of a single-segment firm and a multi-segment
firm. In this case, however, the firm-specific component $FE_i$ may be different across firms. Thus, we may state that on average earnings of multi-segment firms are more complex than those of single-segment firms within the same industry as the multi-segment firms.

When systematic stochastic processes are filtered [e.g., parsimonious ARIMA models are fitted as suggested by Box-Jenkins (1976)] for consolidated earnings series and segment earnings series, more random effects or noise are likely to remain for consolidated earnings series than for segment earnings series. However, the relative efficiency of estimation and prediction for segment earnings models versus consolidated earnings models is also affected by measurement errors. Thus, the question is whether gains from using segment data (in terms of specifying industry effects on earnings) exceed measurement errors of segment data and potential errors from the misspecification of segment earnings models.

(2) Industry Time Series Models

Extension of the above analysis can be useful in utilizing industry-specific time series characteristics in formulating forecasting models for segment earnings. (6) If the industry-specific time series models can be identified and estimated, use of those models for segment earnings series may reduce the potential errors of misspecification for time series models for consolidated earnings series.

One way of identifying and estimating the industry-specific time series models is to use industry aggregated earnings series. As in formulating an industry index, the industry aggregated earnings series can be constructed by aggregating (or by aggregating with weighting) earnings of firms in the same industry.

---

(6) This kind of framework is also suggested by Granger and Morris (1976). They suggest:

If each component consists of two parts, the first a factor common to all components representing the influence of the whole economy on them and the second a factor relating just to the particular component and independent of the economy-wide factor, then simple models can be assumed for each factor and on aggregation the more general form of the basic model involving the sum of several series will apply. Such factor models have been successfully used with series of stock markets prices and firms' earnings. (p. 251)
The time series characteristics of industry aggregated earnings series can be shown by taking a simple example. Suppose that two single segment firms make one industry. Then industry aggregated earnings can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{IAE}_t = E_{1t} + E_{2t} = (FE_{1t} + IE_{1t}) + (FE_{2t} + IE_{2t}) = (FE_{1t} + FE_{2t}) + (IE_{1t} + IE_{2t})
\]

(II.3)

where

\[E_{1t}\] = earnings of firm 1 at time t

\[\text{IAE}_t\] = industry aggregated earnings at time t

Since industry components of earnings, IE\(_{1t}\) and IE\(_{2t}\), are affected by industry-common factors, they will follow an identical process. Thus, the sum of two industry-specific components leads to the same process as its components. Thus,

\[
\text{IAE}_t = (FE_{1t} + FE_{2t}) + IE_t = \Sigma FE_{it} + IE_t
\]

(II.4)

If we assume that the firm-specific component of earnings (FE\(_{it}\)) follow a specific time series process such as a moving average process or mean reverting process or white noise process,\(^{(7)}\) then the industry-aggregated earnings series will follow a process similar to the industry-specific earnings process. For example, if FE\(_{1t}\) and FE\(_{2t}\) in (II.4) follow a MA(1) process and IE\(_t\) follows a AR(1) process, then (II.4) will follow

\[
\text{IAE}_t \sim \text{MA}(1) + \text{MA}(1) + \text{AR}(1) = \text{MA}(1) + \text{AR}(1)
\]

since MA(m) + MA(n) = MA(y), where y ≤ max(m, n)

(Granger and Morris; 1976).

Segment earnings in the same industry will follow a similar process. That is,

\(\text{\(^{(7)}\) There are some indications that firm-specific earnings components follow one of these processes. For example, firm-specific decisions such as current expenditure on research and development or on advertising some products will affect future earnings for a few years, which can be described well by moving average process. On the other hand, some firm-specific events such as union strikes may have no memory in future earnings, which can be described by mean reverting process.}\)
SEₜ ~ MA(1) + AR(1). The only difference between IAEₜ and SEₜ is parameters of firm-specific component series. If we increase the number of firms in the industry index, the parameters for aggregated firm-specific component earnings (∑FEₜᵢ) series will become average values. Similarly, if component series follow mean reverting processes or white noise processes, their sum will follow the same process as the component series. Thus, models for industry-aggregated earnings can proxy for models for segment earnings if we assume that unrelated firm-specific components follow a process such as moving average process of the same order, mean reverting process or white noise.

Making the assumption that earnings of segments or single-segment firms operating in the same industry follow the identical time series process will lead to the results similar to the above. That is, the sum of component series will follow the same process as its components. Since the aggregation of earnings in the same industry will make unrelated firm-specific components into noise, aggregated earnings series may be close to the unknown industry-specific process. However, in the case where firm-specific components follow widely different processes across firms, the accuracy of earnings prediction based on the identified and estimated industry-specific models may be affected by how large portion of earnings is unobservable firm-specific component.

(3) Earnings Forecasting Models

This study uses time series models for industry aggregated earnings (S1) as the primary forecasting model for segment earnings. The assumption imposed is that the earnings of segments operating in the same industry follow an identical process. The industry-specific time series models are not presupposed. Rather, the general classes of Box-Jenkins’ ARIMA models are fitted to identify and estimate industry-specific models. The difference in varying magnitude of series across segments are assumed to be reflected in constant terms.

The random walk model and the random walk with drift model (S2 and S3, respectively) are most widely used as earnings expectation models for their simplicity and support from previous studies. They are included as
benchmarks to evaluate the prediction accuracy of segment-specific forecasting model S1.

The forecasting models for segment earnings are summarized as follows;

S1. Industry-specific ARIMA Model

\[
E(SE_{i,j,t}) = \text{segment earnings predicted by } j \text{ industry specific time series model}
\]

S2. Random Walk with Drift (RWD) Model

\[
E(SE_{i,j,t}) = SE_{i,j,t-1} + d_{i,j}
\]

S3. Random Walk (RW) Model

\[
E(SE_{i,j,t}) = SE_{i,j,t-1}
\]

where

\[
SE_{i,j,t} = \text{segment earnings for firm } i, \text{ industry } j \text{ at time } t
\]

\[
d_{i,j} = \text{estimated drift term for segment } j \text{ of a firm } i
\]

In order to evaluate the predictive ability of segment information, the aggregate of segment earnings forecasts is compared with the forecasts from consolidated-based models which incorporate only past consolidated earnings. The prediction accuracy comparison is a joint test for the predictive ability of segment data and the validity of forecasting models. Thus, the use of the same class of forecasting models for two sets of data can separate the effects of the disaggregation on the prediction accuracy difference from the effects of model choice. Since the primary segment-based model is the industry-specific Box-Jenkins' ARIMA model, the firm-specific ARIMA model (C2) is used as the primary consolidated-based forecasting model to control the effects of forecasting model choice on the prediction accuracy comparison. That is, the effects of aggregation of different segment earnings series is presumed to be reflected in the relative prediction accuracy of segment-based models versus consolidated-based models.

According to previous studies on time series properties of annual earnings, predictions from the RW model (C3) and the RWD model (C4) are used as benchmarks. Since models C3 and C4 are simple models, the prediction
accuracy of these models can be used in evaluating the cost effectiveness of segment-based models. The sum of segment-based random walk processes also follows a random walk process. Thus, the aggregates of forecasts of models S2 and S3 are identical to those of consolidated-based models C3 and C4 respectively.

The forecasting models for consolidated earnings are summarized as follows:

C1. Segment-based Model
   \[ E(CE_{i,t}) = \Sigma E(SE_{i,t}) \]

C2. Firm-specific ARIMA Model
   \[ E(CE_{i,t}) = \text{predicted by } i \text{ firm-specific time series model} \]

C3. Random Walk with Drift (RWD) Model
   \[ E(CE_{i,t}) = CE_{i,t-1} + d_i \]

C4. Random Walk (RW) Model
   \[ E(CE_{i,t}) = CE_{i,t-1} \]
   where
   \[ E(SE_{i,t}) = \text{predicted segment earnings from models S1.} \]
   \[ CE_{i,t} = \text{consolidated earnings for firm } i \]
   \[ d_i = \text{drift term for firm } i \]

2. Statement of Hypotheses

Whether segment information can provide a more accurate prediction for future earnings is the specific question to be addressed in this study as a way to evaluate the potential benefits of segment information to investors. Thus, the prediction accuracy of segment-based earnings forecasts is compared to that of consolidated-based earnings forecasts. If we do not consider the effects of the model choice on the prediction accuracy, the question can be whether the forecasts based on the past segment earnings data are more accurate than those based on the past consolidated earnings data. It can be stated formally in a mean squared error sense in the following hypothesis.

\[ H_0: \quad E[CE_t - E(CE_t | CE_{t-1}, CE_{t-2}, \ldots)]^2 \]
\[ -E[CE_t - E(CE_t | SE_{t-1}, SE_{t-2}, \ldots)]^2 \]

\[ H_A: \]
\[ E[CE_t - E(CE_t | SE_{t-1}, CE_{t-2}, \ldots)]^2 \]
\[ < E[CE_t - E(CE_t | SE_{t-1}, SE_{t-2}, \ldots)]^2 \]

where \( CE_t \) is consolidated earnings at time \( t \)
\( SE_t \) is a vector of segment earnings at time \( t \)

Consolidated earnings forecasts from the firm-specific ARIMA models are compared with those from the segments-based (industry-specific) ARIMA models. As discussed in the prior section, use of disaggregated (segment earnings) series may provide more accurate forecasts for consolidated earnings than aggregated (consolidated earnings) data. The gains from using segment earnings data will be present if segment earnings data contain small measurement errors and reflect the industry-specific time series characteristics, and each segment in a firm does not follow an identical or similar process. However, the above hypothesis is not testable on an individual firm basis since we have very limited number of time series observations and thus only a few test periods. Thus, this study is designed to test the prediction accuracy on a cross-sectional basis. The hypothesis can be restated in a testable form as follows:

\[ H_0: \] On average, the segment-based ARIMA models do not provide more accurate forecasts for future consolidated earnings than the consolidated-based ARIMA models.

\[ H_A: \] On average, the segment-based ARIMA models provide more accurate forecasts for future consolidated earnings than the consolidated-based ARIMA models.

As suggested by several studies, even though the quality of forecasting models is identical, the potential gains from using segment earnings data are dependent upon the time series properties of segment earnings series. That is, the aggregation of similar and related time series processes can induce simpler time series process than might generally be expected (the ‘coincidental’
situation). Thus, the potential gains from disaggregation are more likely for firms operating in heterogeneous industries (in terms of time series properties). However, the composition of lines of business varies widely across multidivisional firms. Thus, two potential factors are identified and examined to evaluate the predictive ability of segment earnings more carefully.

In the prior section, it is suggested that the gains from using segment information come from the reduction in misspecification errors of firm-specific time series models for consolidated earnings. That is, the aggregate of unrelated processes is presumed to be a more complex process or a noise process which cannot be filtered well with parsimonious ARIMA models. Thus, as the number of unrelated segments being aggregated into consolidated earnings increases, the consolidated earnings will follow a more complex process and the gains from using segment information will increase. For example, suppose that two firms, A and B, adopt the same level of industry segmentation (e.g., in three-digit SIC code level) and firm A has two segments while firm B has one more segment in addition to the two segments which are identical to firm A. Then the gains from using segment information will be larger for firm B than for firm A. That is, as the number of segments increase, the prediction gains from using segment earnings series will increase. Thus, the main hypothesis stated above can be divided into following sub-hypothesis.

\( H_{01} \): The relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA models versus the consolidated-based ARIMA models is not different between firms with different number of segments.

\( H_{A1} \): The relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA models versus the consolidated-based ARIMA models for firms with more segments is larger than that for firms with fewer segments.\(^{(8)}\)

\(^{(8)}\) On the condition that the main null hypothesis is rejected, this alternative sub-hypothesis can be restated as follows:

\( H_{A1} \): The gains in the prediction accuracy from using segment-based models over consolidated-based models for firms with more segments are larger than the gains for firms with fewer segments.
Nelson (1975) and Rose (1977) suggest that the gains from using disaggregated information is maximized when the variance ratio of forecast errors is equal among the components. If we assume that the efficiency of the identification and the estimation is not different across components despite varying component-specific models, the variance ratio of forecast errors may be determined by the relative size of the components. Intuitively, its application to segment earnings appears to be appropriate. For example, suppose that each of two firms, A and B, has two unrelated segments which are similar except size. If firm A's main segment is so dominant that it contributes 90 percent of consolidated earnings while firm B's main segment covers 51 percent of its consolidated earnings, then the prediction gains from using segment information for firm A are relatively smaller than those for firm B. The relative size among multiple segments is hard to capture in a single measure. A proxy can be the relative size of the main segment in a firm since the contribution of the main segment to consolidated earnings is more significant than other segments. Thus, as the relative size of the main segment of a firm is getting larger, the prediction gains from using segment earnings series may increase. This can be stated as following sub-hypothesis:

$H_{02}$: The relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA models is not different between firms with different relative size of the main segment.

$H_{A2}$: The relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA models versus the consolidated-based ARIMA models for firms for which the main segment is large relative to other segments is greater than that for firms of which main segment is small relative to other segments.

III. Research Design and Methodology

1. Operating Income as an Object of Prediction

The segment earnings figure disclosed in accordance with SFAS No. 14 is
operating earnings. It excludes general corporate expenses, interest expenses, income taxes, and gain or loss on discontinued operation, extraordinary items, etc. The aggregate of segment operating earnings is not identical to consolidated operating earnings disclosed in the income statement, which does not exclude general corporate expenses. That is, consolidated operating earnings before general corporate expenses had not been disclosed before segment reporting was required. Since more time series observations are needed to apply ARIMA models, consolidated operating earnings after depreciation expenses and general corporate expenses (Compustat items; #13~#14) is predicted. General corporate expense item is treated as a component in predicting consolidated operating earnings. Consolidated operating earnings of a firm are predicted by aggregating its segment earnings forecasts and forecasts of its general corporate expenses.

The use of operating earnings as an object of prediction will be helpful in detecting industry-specific time series properties because a number of firm-specific items such as interest expense (or revenue) and extraordinary items are excluded. That is, the operating earnings series may be less affected by firm-specific factors such as capital structure, capital intensity and unusual firm-specific events. As discussed in the prior chapter, the industry-specific time series models may proxy for segment earnings better when we reduce the firm-specific component of earnings.

2. Sample Design

(1) Sample Selection for Multidivisional Firms

The following steps and criteria are adopted for the selection of sample multidivisional firms and for data collection.

(i) The Value Line file (1982) is initially used to identify multidivisional firms which have disclosed segment information. Among those multidivisional firms in the Value line file, 175 manufacturing firms are selected according to the following criteria:

@ Firms for which the fiscal-year-end is December 31 are selected to preserve the comparability in prediction accuracy tests.
Firms operating in more than one industry by the two-digit SIC code level are selected since more diversified firms are more likely to have unrelated segments and thus to have more gains from using segment information.

Firms for which segmentation schemes are too broad (e.g., roughly described as consumer goods or industry products) are dropped since the industries to which segments of those firms belong cannot be identified.

(ii) 109 firms are left after after checking the Compustat files (1975 and 1985) for 25~30 years' observations (from 1960~1984 to 1955~1984).

(iii) The data base of the National Automated Accounting Research System (NAARS) and published annual reports are examined. Annual reports for 89 firms are available. 8 years' segment data for those firms, which have been disclosed in accordance with SFAS No. 14, are collected (1977~1984). 18 firms are dropped for one of the following reasons:

(a) Segmentation schemes have been changed during the period 1977~1984.

(b) More than 25% of total sales (based on operational results in 1984) are coming from oversea operations. Since industry-specific time series are obtained by aggregating earnings of U.S. industry firms, industry-specific models may not be well fitted to industry segments of those firms of which oversea operations generate considerable portion of consolidated earnings.

(c) Inter-segment transactions cover more than 15% of total sales (based on operating results in 1984). This criterion is imposed to eliminate firms for which segments are closely interacting since segment earnings of those firms are more likely to be related and may have potential problems in measurement due to discretionary transfer pricing.

The remaining 71 firms are used as final sample. These sample firms are not selected randomly. It should be also noted that sample selection procedures are subject to well-known survivorship bias due to data requirements for long periods.

The distributions of sample firms by industry and the number of segments are shown in Table II.1. Segments of which industries cannot be identified
### Table III.1. Distribution of Sample Firms by Industry and by Number of Segments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Number of Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Lumber and Wood</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Rubber and Plastic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Stone, Clay, and Glass</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Primary Metal</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Fabricated Metal</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Electric and Electronic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Transportation Equip.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHERS</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e.g., described as others or misc.) are not counted in the number of segments. Table III.2 shows the distributions of size (sales) of sample firms and weights of the main segments of sample firms as a percentage of consolidated sales and as a percentage of the sum of absolute segment earnings.

(2) Formulation of Industry Aggregated Series

All industries to which segments of sample firms belong are identified by three-or four-digit SIC codes. Those identified industries are classified into 40 industry groups according to the classification scheme as applied in *U.S. Industrial Outlook*. December fiscal-year-end firms which belong to those industries and of which operating earnings numbers are available for 23 years (1961~1983) are selected using Compustat Files of 1981 and 1984. *(9)* Calendar-year firms are used so that the cross-sectionally aggregated series contain the

*(9)* If longer time series observations such as 30 years are required, the number of firms to be included in the formulation of aggregated series is reduced by 30~40%. The number of firms may be also reduced because a considerable number of firms are classified into different industries during the longer time periods.
Table III.2. Distribution of Sample Firms by Sales Amount and by Weight of Main Segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weight of Main Segment (Ratio of Sales)</th>
<th>Weight of Main Segment (Ratio of Earnings)</th>
<th>Sales Amount (in $ mil.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.5790</td>
<td>0.8134</td>
<td>2420.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.2708</td>
<td>0.3509</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0.4784</td>
<td>0.4309</td>
<td>594.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.5955</td>
<td>0.5992</td>
<td>1386.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>0.6705</td>
<td>0.8655</td>
<td>4160.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.9186</td>
<td>6.5000</td>
<td>14890.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

influences of industry-wide factors for each time period. Those firms of which industries are classified differently between two Compustat files are dropped to enhance the homogeneity of firms belonging to the same industry.

The number of firms included in the industry aggregated earnings series varies across industries. The inclusion of more firms would be helpful in averaging out firm-specific variation. However, the number of firms belonging to each industry are different by industry. Thus, all available firms in each industry group are used in the formulation of aggregated series without controlling the number and the size of firms.

3. Time Series Methodology

The Box-Jenkins methodology is well described in the time series literature [e.g., Box and Jenkins, 1976; Nelson, 1973; Granger and Newbold, 1977; and Pankratz, 1983]. Thus, a detailed description of the Box-Jenkins methodology is not provided. Rather, it points out some limitations of this study in employing the Box-Jenkins ARIMA models and describes the procedures adopted in this study.

(1) Time Series Observations

The Box-Jenkins methodology suggests that at least fifty or more observations should be used to identify and estimate a suitable model for the time series. Although a large sample size is desirable, ARIMA models have been applied for modest sample size by researchers. [e.g., Dopuch and Watts, 1972; Lorek, McDonald, and Patz, 1976; Albrecht, Lookabill, and Mckeown, 1977]
The effects of small sample size on the estimation and prediction efficiency are examined by Nelson (1974) and Lorek and McKeown (1978). Since this study applies ARIMA models on less than thirty years' observations of firm-specific earnings and industry aggregated earnings, special cautions are needed in the specification and the estimation of the models. In order to reduce the possibility of misspecification, several possible parsimonious ARIMA models are simultaneously examined in the identification procedure.

(2) The Procedures for ARIMA Model Specification

This study employs ARIMA models for samples of moderate size. Limited number of time series observations may lead to incorrect identification and inefficient estimation of ARIMA models. Thus, the Box-Jenkins iterative approach is implemented with caution. In this study, the identification, estimation and diagnostic checking are made by considering several alternative models to choose the most appropriate model. The procedures adopted in this study for the specifications of ARIMA models are as follows.

(i) The sample ACF, PACF, and inverse autocorrelation function (IACF) are examined to identify possible models.

(ii) Competing models are estimated using ARIMA procedure in SAS ETS (version 5). There are several estimation methods such as maximum likelihood method, conditional least square method, and unconditional least square method. Although there have been arguments about which method is more efficient for relatively small sample size [e.g., Nelson, 1974; Dent and Min, 1978; Ansley and Newbold, 1980; and Davidson, 1981], there has been no consensus. The maximum likelihood method is favored by Box and Jenkins (1976) and Dent and Min (1978). This study uses the maximum likelihood method in the estimation process. In the process, the conditions of the stationarity and the invertability are checked. If those conditions are violated, the model is rejected.

(iii) The final model for each series is chosen according to following two complementary criteria. (a) The autocorrelations in the residuals from the estimated models are checked using a Chi-squared test. (b) The model with
minimum Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is chosen among competing models.

For checking the autocorrelations in the residuals, this study uses the test statistic (named here as LBQ) suggested by Davies, Triggs, and Newbold (1977) and Ljung and Box (1978), which modifies BPQ adjusting for small sample bias:(10)

$$\text{LBQ} = n(n+2) \sum_{k=1}^{K} (n-k)^{-1} r_k^2(a) \quad (11.1)$$

where $n$ is the number of observations used to estimate the model, $K$ is the number of residual autocorrelations considered, and $r_k^2(a)$ is the autocorrelation of the $k$-th residual. The LBQ approximately follows a Chi-squared distribution with $(K-p-q)$ degree of freedom, where $p$ and $q$ are numbers of autoregressive parameters and moving average parameters respectively in the estimated model.

In this study, the LBQ for 12 residual autocorrelations are checked.

Akaike (1974) suggests that identification of models can be treated as an estimation problem. That is, the choice of model is formulated as maximizing following information measure, named as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). (11)

$$\text{AIC}(\theta) = -2 \log[\text{maximum likelihood}] +2m \quad (11.2)$$

where $\theta$ is a set of $p$ and $q$ values

$$m = p+q$$

the total number of coefficients of the model to be estimated

(11.2) can be restated under the assumption of normal distribution of residuals

---

(10) Box and Pierce (1970) suggest the test statistic, named as 'portmanteau' test of fit or as Box-Pierce Q-statistic (BPQ), for checking whether the residuals of the estimated model are independent.

$$\text{BPQ} = n \sum_{k=1}^{K} r_k^2(a)$$

BPQ has been used in many studies as a way of diagnostic checking. However, as Davies, Triggs, and Newbold (1977) suggest, the significance levels of BPQ are likely to be much lower than predicted asymptotic theory for moderate sample size. That is, with the BPQ test, the ARIMA models estimated with relatively small sample are more likely to be regarded as adequate ones.

as follows.

\[ AIC(\theta) = N \log(s^2) + 2m \]  \( (2.3) \)

where \( s^2 \) is the estimate of the residual variance

The model which maximizes the criterion \( (2.2) \) or minimizes \( (2.3) \) is selected as the most appropriate model among competing models. The use of AIC in model specification favors parsimonious models since the increase in parameters should result in a reduction in AIC due to reduction of residual variance. Since this study employs ARIMA models on small sample size, the AIC can be useful in selecting the parsimonious models.

(3) Time Periods for Estimation and Prediction

The years 1983~1984 are used as the holdout periods for testing the relative prediction accuracy among competing models. One-year-ahead forecasts from all models are used in prediction accuracy tests.

ARIMA models are identified and estimated separately for one-year-ahead prediction of 1983 earnings and 1984 earnings. About 80 percent of the firm-specific ARIMA models for consolidated earnings series are estimated based on 28 years' observations (1955~1982) and 29 years' observations (1955~1983) while some firm-specific models are identified and estimated based on minimum 23 years' and 24 years' observations. ARIMA models for industry aggregated earnings series are identified and estimated based on 22 years' (1961~1982) and 23 years' (1961~1983) observations, respectively.

The drift term of the RWD model is estimated from 6 years' observations (1977~1982 for forecasts of 1983 earnings and 1978~1983 for forecasts of 1984 earnings) for segment earnings series. On the other hand, 10 years' past observations before the prediction year are used to estimate the drift term of the RWD model for consolidated earnings series, following the suggestion by Watts and Lev(1976).

(4) Procedures for Segment-Based Forecasting

This study assumes that earnings series of a segment follows the same ARIMA model as industry aggregated earnings except constant terms. It simply
applies the estimated parameters of an industry-specific ARIMA model in forecasting segment earnings without re-estimating parameters based on sample segment earnings series. The following steps are taken to forecast segment earnings numbers.

(i) All the industry-specific ARIMA models are inverted so that the process can be expressed in terms of the current disturbance and past observations only.

(ii) The mean of the series is calculated based on all available past observations of segment earnings. This mean is used to estimate the constant terms for each segment earnings series.

(iii) Forecasts of segment earnings are obtained by using past observations and autoregressive parameters and constant terms.

(iv) General corporate expense (and other adjustments, if needed) are predicted with the random walk model. Earnings of segments of which industries are not identified are also predicted with the random walk model.

(v) Finally, consolidated earnings forecasts are obtained by summing forecasts of segment earnings and general corporate expense.

4. Test Design

(1) Measure of Forecast Errors

Absolute Relative Error (ARE) is used as the primary forecast error measure to evaluate the prediction accuracy of competing forecasting models. ARE can be expressed as follows;

\[ \text{ARE}_{i,m,t} = \left| \frac{E(X_{i,m,t}) - X_{i,t}}{X_{i,t}} \right| \]

where

\( E(X_{i,m,t}) = \) predicted segment or consolidated earnings for segment or firm \( i \), forecasting model \( m \), and fiscal year \( t \)

\( X_{i,t} = \) actual segment or consolidated earnings for segment or firm \( i \) and fiscal year \( t \)

If actual earnings numbers are close to zero, even small difference in forecasted numbers can be magnified and significantly influence mean statistics. Thus, an
alternative forecast error measure [named here as "restricted absolute relative error (RARE)"] is also used to reduce the potential effects of outlier ARE's caused by small actual numbers. That is, if ARE's are greater than 1.0, those ARE's are replaced with 1.0. While the 'unrestricted' ARE assumes a linear loss function for forecast errors, the 'restricted' ARE assumes a constant loss function after ARE exceeds 1.0.

The rank of forecast errors among competing models is also used to eliminate the effects of outliers and to evaluate competing models all together. In computing the rank measure, the most accurate forecast is given a score of one and the next accurate forecast is given a score of two, and so on.

(2) Test Design

Employing the ARE as the accuracy measure, the main hypothesis can be formulated in the following operational form:

\[ H_0 : \text{MARE}_c = \text{MARE}_s \]
\[ H_A : \text{MARE}_c > \text{MARE}_s \]

where

\[ \text{MARE}_c = \text{the mean ARE of the consolidated-based model across sample firms (and over test periods)} \]
\[ \text{MARE}_s = \text{the mean ARE of the segment-based model across sample firms (and over test periods)} \]

The sub-hypotheses can be formulated in operational forms as follows:

\[ H_{01} : \mu_{c-s,1} = \mu_{c-s,2} \]
\[ H_{A1} : \mu_{c-s,1} > \mu_{c-s,2} \]
\[ H_{02} : \mu_{c-s,3} = \mu_{c-s,4} \]
\[ H_{A2} : \mu_{c-s,3} > \mu_{c-s,4} \]

where

\[ \mu_{c-s,1} = \text{the mean of differences in ARE between the consolidated-based model and the segment-based model across sample firms within subgroup i (and over test periods), } i = 1, 2, 3, 4 \]

The main hypothesis and sub-hypotheses stated above are tested with the
paired comparison t-test. However, the parametric paired t-test may be inappropriate when distributional assumptions are violated because of potential outliers in ARE metrics as noted earlier. Thus, this study also adopts the nonparametric test for paired comparisons of competing models, the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test, which is comparable to the parametric paired t-test. In addition to the paired comparison of competing models, this study also checks whether the predictive ability of all forecasting models (C₁~C₄) are different from one another. Friedman’s Analysis of Variance by Ranks test is used with the rank measures.

IV. Data Analysis

1. Identification and Estimation of Models

   (1) Industry-specific ARIMA Models

   Based on time plots of aggregated earnings series and sample autocorrelation functions, industry aggregated series are differenced to obtain stationary series. The first-order differencing is needed for 90 percent of the earnings series of sample industries to meet the stationarity condition. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used to choose the best model for each sample series given the conditions. Since AIC favors parsimonious models, the identified and estimated models have less than four coefficients (autoregressive coefficients and/or moving average coefficients).

   The re-identification and re-estimation of the industry-specific models, however, suggests that some of the identified and estimated models are not stable. The value and the significance level of parameters of models identified and estimated with 1961~1982 earnings data are changed when 1961~1983 earnings data are used. When their original series and differenced series are examined, it appears to be caused by some serious outliers in 1980’s. That is, the industries of which estimated ARIMA models are not stable over two estimation periods experienced sharp declines in earnings in the recession period of 1981 or 1982.
Table IV.1. Summary of Identified and Estimated Industry-Specific ARIMA Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAR</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Models of which estimated parameters are consistently significant for two test periods.
(2) Models of which parameters' significance levels are changed between two test periods.
(3) Models of which estimated parameters are consistently insignificant between two test periods.

and sharp increase in the recovering period of 1982 or 1983. Thus, the differencing of those series may cause the non-constant variance problem because of the serious variation in 1980's. The higher order differencing or other forms of transformation (e.g., transformation into percentage change term) cannot resolve the problem since it may be related to the problem of small sample size. Thus, industry-specific ARIMA models are identified and estimated without any transformation other than differencing to meet the stationarity condition.

As shown in Table IV.1, the autoregressive (AR) models are more frequently estimated than the moving average (MA) or the autoregressive and moving average (ARMA or ARIMA) models. The series which are close to a random walk process are estimated with the AR models because the MA models are not well estimated based on moderate sample size with the maximum likelihood method when the parameters of the MA models are close to zero (Nelson; 1973). Earnings series of nine industries out of forty sample industries appear to follow a random walk process since their estimated autoregressive parameters are close to zero and insignificant for both estimation periods. Diagnostic checking shows that identified and estimated models are adequate at reasonable level of confidence. No industry earnings series has significant residual autocorrelations at the 20 percent significance level.

(2) Firm-specific ARIMA Models

For two thirds of sample firms, their consolidated earnings series need to be differenced to have stationary series. However, the re-identification and re-
Table IV.2. Summary of Identified and Estimated Firm-Specific ARIMA Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIMA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Models of which estimated parameters are consistently significant for two test periods.
(2) Models of which parameters' significance levels are changed between two test periods.
(3) Models of which estimated parameters are consistently insignificant between two test periods.

estimation reveals the problem of the non-stationarity of estimated models as discussed in the prior subsection. For 11 firms out of 71 sample firms, their differenced earnings series are affected by some outliers in the 1980's and thus the value and the significance level of estimated models have changed seriously. The identified and estimated ARIMA models for sample firms are summarized in Table IV.2.

As summarized in Table IV.2, the autoregressive models are more frequently identified than the moving average models and the mixed models such as ARMA and ARIMA models. For 16 firms out of 71 sample firms, the parameters of identified models are consistently insignificant and their values are close to zero, which may be considered as following a random walk process.

2. Results of Prediction Accuracy Test

Prediction accuracy is measured using three different forecast error measures: (a) absolute relative forecast error (ARE), (b) restricted absolute relative forecast error (RARE), and (c) rank of ARE's across competing models. Consolidated earnings are predicted using four different models: segment-earnings-based model, consolidated-earnings-based ARIMA model, RWD model, and RW model. Forecasts of segment earnings based on the industry-specific ARIMA models are aggregated to obtain the segment-based forecasts for consolidated earnings. Thus, before testing the prediction accuracy of competing models for consolidated earnings, the prediction accuracy of the industry-specific
ARIMA models for segment earnings are compared with that of simple forecasting models to evaluate the validity of the industry-specific ARIMA models in predicting segment earnings.

(1) Accuracy of Segment Earnings Prediction

As shown in Table IV.1, 30 percent of the identified and estimated industry-specific ARIMA models are insignificant. Models are considered as insignificant when all autoregressive coefficients and/or moving average coefficients are insignificant at the 10 percent level (two-tailed test). Since insignificant models may not reflect industry-specific time series characteristics properly, use of the insignificant ARIMA models in predicting segment earnings may produce inaccurate forecasts. Thus, segment earnings are predicted after replacing the insignificant models with the RWD model since many of the insignificant models are close to the random walk process.

Mean statistics for the ARE and RARE error measures for each prediction period are shown in Table IV.3. Table IV.4 provides the results of the paired comparison t-tests for models. The comparison between the industry-specific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>OBS</th>
<th>Forecast Error Measure</th>
<th>Forecasting Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IND*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>2.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RANK**</td>
<td>1.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>1.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>2.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>1.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>2.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IND : industry-specific ARIMA model
RW : random walk model
RWD : random walk with drift model
* Industry-specific time series models of which estimated parameters are insignificant are replaced with random walk model.
** Ranks are measured after eliminating observations which have tied ranks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Mean Difference between Paired Forecasting Models</th>
<th>RW-IND</th>
<th>RWD-IND</th>
<th>RW-RWD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.271 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.730 (1.45)</td>
<td>-0.784 (-1.89)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-0.018 (-0.83)</td>
<td>-0.004 (-0.14)</td>
<td>-0.012 (-1.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-0.062 (-0.33)</td>
<td>-0.047 (-0.01)</td>
<td>-0.106 (-1.39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-0.005 (-0.27)</td>
<td>-0.007 (-0.41)</td>
<td>-0.003 (-0.41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.103 (0.56)</td>
<td>0.340 (1.31)</td>
<td>-0.448 (-2.13)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-0.012 (-0.82)</td>
<td>-0.006 (-0.35)</td>
<td>-0.008 (-1.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at $\alpha=10\%$ (two-tailed test)

**: significant at $\alpha=5\%$ (two-tailed test)

Remarks: (1) If mean difference between RW-IND (that is, mean of $\text{ARE}_{\text{W}} - \text{ARE}_{\text{IND}}$) is less than zero, it means that the random walk model outperforms the industry-specific ARIMA model on average.

(2) The comparison of forecasting accuracy between the industry-specific ARIMA model and the RW model or the RWD model are based on lines of business of which industry-specific models are significant. Thus, the sample size varies from 116 for the RWD-IND pair in 1983 to 191 for the RW-RWD pair in 1984.

ARIMA model and the RWD model suggests that the industry-specific ARIMA model is better than the RWD model although it is not statistically significant. The RW model performs better than the industry-specific ARIMA models on average. However, the mean statistics show that forecast accuracy of models vary between two prediction periods. As indicated in the prior section, earnings fluctuation during the period of 1981~1983 appears to affect the prediction accuracy of models. As shown in Table IV.4, the RW model is significantly superior to the RWD model which is contrary to the findings of previous studies. It clearly reveals the test period effects on the prediction accuracy.

The assumption of a normal distribution in the t-test may be violated because of serious outliers in the ARE measure. Since t-test results of ARE measures may not be reliable, a nonparametric test is also applied. The paired comparison of models based on Wilcoxon signed rank test (in Table IV.5) shows that the industry-specific ARIMA models are not significantly superior or inferior to the RW model or the RWD model. Moreover, it is found that the RW model is clearly superior to the RWD model especially in the prediction year 1983.
### Table IV.5. Statistics for Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks test for the Accuracy of Segment Earnings Prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Wilcoxon Statistics for Paired Models</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RW-IND</td>
<td>RWD-IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>-1.08</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at α=10%
**: significant at α=0.1%

Remarks: (1) Wilcoxon statistic is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance.
(2) Negative statistics of RW-IND indicate that industry-specific ARIMA model cannot outperform random walk model.
(3) Restricted Absolute Relative Error (RARE) is measured by replacing ARE’s exceeding 1.0 with 1.0.
(4) In each pair, the observations which have the same ARE or RARE are dropped. Thus, the number of observations vary by pairs and by test periods.

However, when outliers exceeding 1.0 are eliminated as in the RARE measure, the significance of difference of two models is reduced. The RWD model is even better than the RW model in 1984 in terms of the RARE measure.

Considering the earnings fluctuation in 1980’s, the results of the comparison of prediction accuracy cannot provide convincing evidence for the superiority or the inferiority of the industry-specific ARIMA models in predicting segment earnings. However, following several alternative interpretations of the results may be possible.

(i) The industry-specific ARIMA models may not be properly specified and estimated because of limited number of time series observations even though only the significant models are included in prediction accuracy tests.
(ii) Even the industry-specific ARIMA models are identified and estimated correctly, their predictive accuracy may be affected by the application of the models to individual segment earnings series. This study estimates constant terms based on seven years data for the prediction of 1984 segment earnings (6 observations if the first-order differencing is needed). Thus, the estimation
Table IV.6. Spearman Rank Correlations Coefficients Between the Size of Frm and the Prediction Accuracy

Panel A: Absolute Earnings vs. Absolute Relative Errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>−0.36(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>−0.32(0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Absolute Earnings vs. Differences in ARE's

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>ARE_{RW-IND}</th>
<th>ARE_{RWD-IND}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>0.14(0.05)</td>
<td>−0.12(0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>−0.03(0.67)</td>
<td>−0.03(0.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: Numbers in parentheses are the significance levels under null hypothesis that Spearman rank correlation coefficient is zero.

of the constant term may be seriously affected by a sharp decline or increase in earnings.

(iii) The magnitude of the industry effects on time series properties of individual segments may vary across firms and industries. Better specification of various potential factors such as the type of products (e.g., durable-nondurable), the size of segments, and the entry barriers and/or the concentration ratios of industries may discriminate the differential magnitude of the industry effects. Among those potential factors, the size of segment is checked with the Spearman rank correlation between AREs of the industry-specific ARIMA model and model and the absolute value of segment earnings. As shown in Table IV.6. AREs of the forecasting models are negatively correlated with absolute segment earnings. However, this may be attributable to the fact that segment earnings is used as the deflator in ARE measure. On the other hand, there is no evidence that the differences in forecast errors between paired models are related to the size of segment.

(2) Accuracy of Consolidated Earnings Prediction

The segment-based forecast for a firm's consolidated earnings is made by aggregating forecasts for segment earnings of the firm. Segment earnings are
Table IV.7. Mean Statistics for Forecast Errors of Consolidated Earnings Forecasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year (N=obs.)</th>
<th>Accuracy Measure</th>
<th>Forecasting Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEGMENT</td>
<td>ARIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983 (N=71)</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>1.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RANK*</td>
<td>2.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984 (N=71)</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>2.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84 (N=142)</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>1.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>2.327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Remarks: Friedman test statistics (based on two-way analysis of variance by RANK measures) are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>27.88</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>16.59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Friedman statistics follow Chi-square with 3 degree of freedom.

predicted by applying the significant industry-specific ARIMN models and the RWD models for the segments of which ARIMA models are statistically insignificant.

Table IV.7. presents the mean statistics of the forecast error measures by the prediction periods and by the forecasting models. Mean values of the RARE and the RANK measure favor the segment-based ARIMA model for 1984 earnings prediction. Results of the paired comparison t-tests in Table IV.8 show that the segment-based ARIMA model performs significantly better than the RW model for both ARE and RARE measures in 1984 and better than the RWD model in terms of the ARE measure in 1984. However, ARE's have a considerable number of outliers. Thus, the results of the t-test based on the ARE measure may not be reliable. Also, since about 20 percent of ARE's have values of exceeding 1.0, use of the RARE measure truncates too many observations, which may make the paired comparison t-test not representative
Table IV.8. Paired Comparison t-test for Consolidated Earnings Forecasting Models

Panel A: Comparison between Segment-based Model and Consolidated-based Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Mean Difference in Forecast Errors between Matched Forecasting Models (t-statistics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BJ-SEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>−0.33(−1.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.012( 0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.226( 0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.005( 0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>−0.053(−0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.009( 0.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at α=10% in two-tailed test
**: significant at α=5% in two-tailed test
**: significant at α=1% in two-tailed test

Remarks: (1) If mean of $\text{ARE}_{RW} - \text{ARE}_{SEG}$ (difference of ARE's between RW-SEG) is negative, it means that the random walk model outperforms the segment-based ARIMA model.

(2) RARE is measured by replacing outliers exceeding 1.0 with 1.0.

Panel B: Comparison between Consolidated-based Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Mean Difference in Forecast Errors between Matched Forecasting Models (t-statistics)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RW-BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.085( 0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.004( 0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.097( 0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.121(3.03)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.091( 0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RARE</td>
<td>0.062(2.57)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at α=10% in two-tailed test
**: significant at α=5% in two-tailed test
**: significant at α=1% in two-tailed test

Remarks: (1) If mean of $\text{ARE}_{RW} - \text{ARE}_{BJ}$ (difference of ARE's between RW-BJ) is negative, it means that the random walk model outperforms the consolidated-based ARIMA model.

(2) RARE is measured by replacing outliers exceeding 1.0 with 1.0.

for the whole sample. Thus, the nonparametric Wilcoxon test is also applied.

Table IV.8 summarizes the results of the Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test for pairs of four competing models.

Before the results of hypotheses tests (based on the comparison between the segment-based ARIMA model and the consolidated-based ARIMA model) are
discussed, the relative prediction accuracy of other pairs of models is examined. Table IV. 7 shows the results of Friedman's analysis of variance by ranks test. Based on rank measure among four competing models, it tests the null hypothesis that four competing models are not different in terms of the prediction accuracy. The results indicate that null hypothesis cannot be rejected for the 1983 test period.

Wilcoxon test results in Table IV. 9 show that the RW model outperforms the RWD model at the 0.5 percent significance level in the 1983 test period. However, it is found that the RWD model is superior to the RW model at the 0.1 percent significance level in 1984. Similar results are found in the t-tests for the ARE measure and the RARE measure (in Table IV. 8) although test results for one of two measures are insignificant for one of two test periods. These test results confirm the test period effects on the prediction accuracy which was found in the case of segment earnings prediction.

The paired comparison between the RW model and the consolidated-based ARIMA model (based on the t-test for RARE measure in Table IV. 8 and the Wilcoxon test in Table IV. 9) indicates similar test period effects. That is, while there is no difference in the predictive ability between two models in 1983, the firm-specific ARIMA model is significantly superior to the RW model in 1984. On the other hand, it is found that the prediction based on the firm-specific ARIMA models is not significantly more accurate than the RWD model although the sign of the Wilcoxon statistic favors the firm-specific ARIMA model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Wilcoxon statistics for paired models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BJ-SEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. 9. Statistics for Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

PANEL A: Paired Comparison of Prediction Accuracy for Segment-Based Model and Consolidated-Based Models
PANEL B: Paired Comparison of Prediction Accuracy Between Consolidated-Based Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Error Measure</th>
<th>Wilcoxon statistics for paired models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RW-BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>3.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>ARE</td>
<td>2.76**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at α=5% (two-tailed test)  
**: significant at α=1% (two-tailed test)  
***: significant at α=0.1% (two-tailed test)

Remarks: (1) Positive statistics in A-B pair indicate that model A outperforms model B.  
(2) Wilcoxon statistic is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance with large sample.

The paired comparisons between the segment-based ARIMA model and the RW model and between the segment-based ARIMA model and the RWD model suggest that the segment-based model is superior to the two simple models in the test period of 1984. That is, in predicting 1983 consolidated earnings, there is no significant difference between the segment-based ARIMA model and one of the two simple models. However, the forecasts of 1984 earnings based on the segment-based ARIMA models are more accurate than those based on the RW model or the RWD model although the significance levels vary by pairs, error measures, and test methods. Considering that forecasts of segment earnings based on the industry-specific ARIMA model are not significantly more accurate than two simple models, discussion may be needed on what may contribute to the improvement of the prediction accuracy. These results can be interpreted in several ways.

(i) Forecast errors of the industry-specific ARIMA models may be more negatively correlated than those of the RW model or the RWD model. Thus, the aggregation of forecast errors for segment earnings may induce smaller forecast errors for consolidated earnings. Since we do not incorporate forecast errors in the forecasting models, we cannot utilize systematic correlations among forecast errors, if any. Thus, the superior prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA model to the simple models may not extend to other
test periods and for different sample firms. If we can identify any systematic correlations of forecast errors among industries, we may utilize this information in the prediction of consolidated earnings. However, since we predict only two years' earnings, this cannot be done in this study.

(ii) The prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA model for consolidated earnings may be different from that for segment earnings. The relative forecast error for each segment is counted as one observation in the prediction accuracy test for segment earnings while the prediction accuracy test for consolidated earnings is based on the relative forecast error for each firm. Thus, the results of the prediction accuracy tests for segment earnings may not be similar to those for consolidated earnings. If the main segment of a firm is relatively large and forecast errors of its earnings are smaller than those of other segments, the relative forecast errors for consolidated earnings will show improved results from the mean of the relative forecast errors for segment earnings. However, it conflicts with one of the subhypotheses. That is, it is hypothesized that the gains from using disaggregated data may be smaller when the relative size of the main segment is large. This can be regarded as the problem of the trade-off between the large relative forecast errors for the small components and the gains from using finer information in the prediction. These things will be further explored in the process of hypothesis testing in the next section.

(iii) The improvement of the prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA models for consolidated earnings can be explained differently with the effects of acquisition or divestiture activities. That is, the utilization of segment information can minimize the effects of acquisition and/or divestiture on the prediction accuracy of undeflated earnings since divested segments are not considered in the prediction and earnings of newly acquired segments are predicted with available information.

(iv) Finally the prediction of unallocated general corporate expenses using the RW model may contribute to the improvement of prediction accuracy.
Unlike other segment earnings, general corporate expense should be subtracted from aggregated segment earnings. That is, since the expense is a subtractive component, its forecast errors may behave differently from those of additive components. However, it is hard to believe that its forecast errors have a different sign from forecast errors of segments earnings consistently across firms and over test periods. Also, the general corporate expense represents only a small portion of consolidated earnings.

(3) Hypothesis Testing

Parametric t-tests for matched pairs of the segment-based model and the consolidated-based model are applied in testing the main hypothesis. Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank tests are also used for testing the main hypothesis. Tests of the subhypotheses are conducted with only the Wilcoxon signed rank test because of relatively small sample size in each subgroup.

The main hypothesis of no difference in the prediction accuracy between the segment-based ARIMA model and the consolidated-based ARIMA model is tested separately for each test period and by combining two test periods. Table IV.8 presents the results of t-tests based on the ARE measure and the RARE measure and Table IV.9 presents the results of Wilcoxon signed ranks sum test.

Results of all tests consistently indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at a reasonable significance level. The signs of test statistics are inconsistent across tests and over the test periods. That is, mean differences based on the RARE measure favor the the segment-based ARIMA model for all test periods. However, the Wilcoxon test favors the consolidated-based ARIMA model in the test period of 1983 while it favors the segment-based model in the 1984 test period at a much lower significance level.

The sub-hypotheses are tested to further explore whether there are any differences in the relative prediction accuracy of two models between subgroups. Two subgroups are formed based on each of two variables, the number of segments and the weight of the main segments of sample firms. Two variables
vary by the industry to which sample firms belong. Also, the composition of lines of business is similar in firms operating in some industries. Thus, sample firms are grouped by the two- or three-digit SIC codes depending upon the available number of sample firms for each industry. Among those firms in the same industry group, firms which have two segments are assigned to Subgroup One. Equal number of firms which have more than two segments are assigned to Subgroup Two. 24 sample firms are assigned to Subgroup One and Subgroup Two each.

In a similar way, firms in the same industry are assigned to Subgroup Three when the weights of their main segments are small. Also, firms are assigned to Subgroup Four when the weights of their main segments are large. As discussed in Chapter II, the weight of the main segment may be related to the number of segments. Although the number of segments cannot be well controlled in forming Subgroups Three and Four, the number of segments are considered in matching process by assigning firms with the same number of segments to different group. The weight of the main segment is measured as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Number of Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two(Subgroup One)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Weight of main segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small(Subgroup Three)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>−1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>−0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>−1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: (1) Positive statistics indicate that segment-based model outperforms consolidated-based models.
the ratio of its earnings to the sum of absolute earnings of all segments.

Table IV.10 shows the Wilcoxon test results for each subgroup and for each test period. For any of the subgroups, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at a reasonable significance level (10 percent in two-tailed test). The signs of Wilcoxon test statistics are consistently contrary to the expectation of this study. That is, this study expects that the gains from using segment data increase as the number of segments increases. On the other hand, the gains from using segment information are expected to increase as the weight of the main segment decreases. However, as shown in Table IV.10, the segment-based ARIMA model is favored over the consolidated-based ARIMA model in Subgroup

Table IV.11. Statistics for Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed Ranks test Between Segment-based ARIMA Model and Simple Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Pairs</th>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Number of Segments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW-SEG</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.12*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWD-SEG</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.92**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2.14*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PANEL B: Subgroups by Weight of Main Segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Pairs</th>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Weight of Main Segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW-SEG</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWD-SEG</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983~84</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: significant at \( \alpha = 5\% \) (two-tailed test)

**: significant at \( \alpha = 1\% \) (two-tailed test)

Remarks: (1) Positive statistics indicate that segment-based model outperforms consolidated-based model.
One (firms with two segments) while the consolidated-based ARIMA model is favored in Subgroup Two. Also, in Subgroup Three (firms with the main segment of small weight), the signs of the Wilcoxon test statistics consistently favor the consolidated-based ARIMA model. On the other hand, in Subgroup Four, the segment-based ARIMA model is favored.

In order to check whether the above results are specific to the pair of the segment-based ARIMA model and the consolidated-based ARIMA model, the Wilcoxon test is also applied to other pairs of models for the same subgroups. As shown in Table IV.11, the results are similar to those of the above pair.

These results can be interpreted in relation to the discussion in the prior subsection. That is, the relative forecast errors of small segments may be large. Thus, the gains from using finer segment information may be offset by the large forecast errors for smaller segments.

Since the absolute size of segments of a firm may be related by the size of the firm, a check is made of whether the size of sample firms is related to the relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based ARIMA model versus the consolidated ARIMA model. Sales and absolute earnings are used as size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>Segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-0.05(0.68)</td>
<td>-0.23(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-0.12(0.17)</td>
<td>-0.26(0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV.12. Spearman Rank Correlations Between the Size of Firm and the Prediction Accuracy of Segment-based ARIMA Model and Consolidated-based ARIMA Model

PANEL A: Size vs. ARE (Absolute Relative Errors)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Year</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>Earnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>Segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.31(0.01)</td>
<td>0.37(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-0.01(0.97)</td>
<td>0.09(0.44)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks: (1) Numbers in parentheses are significance levels under the null hypothesis that Spearman correlation coefficient is zero.

(2) Absolute earnings are used for size variable.
variables. Panel A of Table IV. 12 shows the results of Spearman rank correlations between ARE’s and the size variables. Rank correlation coefficients are significantly negative for the segment-based ARIMA model for both size variables. However, the coefficients for the consolidated-based ARIMA model are not significant for the sales variable although the sign is negative. This suggests that forecast errors of the segment-based ARIMA model are negatively correlated with size of the firm. Panel B of Table IV. 12 shows the results of rank correlations between the differences in ARE’s between two models and the size variables. The results indicate that in the 1983 test period the segment-based ARIMA model is superior to the consolidated-based ARIMA model for large firms and is inferior to the consolidated-based ARIMA model for small firms. However, in 1984, two models’ relative performance is not related to the size of sample firms.

The above results of rank correlations are contrary to Silhan’s (1983) findings. That is, Silhan finds that firms with larger segments have smaller gains from using segment earnings forecasts in predicting consolidated earnings. He hypothesizes that larger segments are more likely to have identical forecasting models and thus less gains from the disaggregation. However, the results of this study suggest that the misspecification errors or the measurement errors may be relatively small for segments of large firms. The finding that the segment-based ARIMA model is favored over the consolidated-based model for large firms can be interpreted in relation to the misspecification errors for the consolidated-based ARIMA model. That is, as this study justifies for the segment-based model, the consolidated-based ARIMA model may be more misspecified for larger firms because more heterogeneous processes may be mixed and thus earnings process may have more noise. However, this may be only possible explanation since the results are not statistically significant and the analysis may not be precise. We may need more studies to explore the size effects on the potential misspecification of the firm-specific ARIMA model.
V. Conclusions

Before concluding this research, the following limitations of this research should be explicitly noted.

(i) The most critical but unavoidable limitation of this research is related to the small time series observations of segment earnings data. The industry-specific ARIMA model was used to overcome data limitations of segment earnings. However, the small time series observations might affect the estimation of means of the segment earnings series and thus might affect the prediction accuracy of the model.

(ii) This study employed the Box-Jenkins ARIMA models to the earnings series with less than 30 years' time series observations. Thus, some of identified and estimated ARIMA models were found unstable when one more observation was added and then the models were re-identified and re-estimated. Although the relatively moderate sample size might reduce the potential structural change problem, it might induce the inefficient and inconsistent estimation of the model. This study replaced the insignificant industry-specific ARIMA models with the random walk with drift model. However, when the underlying process for those insignificant models was not a random walk, use of the random walk with drift model might complicate the comparison of the prediction accuracy of competing models.

(iii) This study can be criticized because it did not verify the feasibility of the industry-specific ARIMA model in predicting earnings. Although previous studies identified the same class of ARIMA model for annual earnings and quarterly earnings for some industries, their predictive ability has not been proven. The industry classification scheme, the way of identifying the industry-specific ARIMA model, and the way of applying the identified and estimated model to the earnings series should be further explored (for example, using single-segment firms).
(iv) This study tested the hypotheses based on two years' prediction results. However, test period effects were detected in the test results of the prediction accuracy. Considering the poor performance of competing models in the test period of 1983, the comparison of the prediction accuracy based on the prediction of 1983 earnings might not be reliable. We may need a few more years' predictions for more convincing results.

The primary finding of this study is that the forecasting model incorporating past segment earnings data does not provide more accurate predictions for future consolidated earnings than the forecasting model incorporating past consolidated earnings data. Thus, this study does not support the contention of the proponents for segment reporting requirements that the industry segment earnings data are beneficial to financial statement users in predicting annual earnings of the diversified firms. However, because of limitations in formulating the forecasting models for segment earnings and consolidated earnings, the conclusion of this study should be accepted with caution.

The secondary finding is that the predictive value of segment earnings data does not increase with their level of disaggregation and rather appears to be affected by the size of the diversified firms. This finding suggests that segment earnings data may be of limited usefulness because of the potential misspecification errors of forecasting models and/or measurement errors of segment earnings which are increasing as consolidated earnings compose of finer segment earnings data. Thus, the contention for the benefits of segment data are not supported in this respect either.

Implications of these findings are limited since only segment earnings information was considered and only one aspect of benefits (predicting consolidated earnings) were examined. Moreover, this study has some limitations. In order to provide more convincing evidence, the following is suggested for the refinement and the extension of the current study.

(i) Segment sales margin data can be used rather than undeflated earnings data to predict consolidated earnings. For example, sales margins of segments
for the next year can be predicted in the same way as in this study and the sales amount can be predicted applying simple time series model such as the random walk with drift model. With sales margin data, the industry-specific ARIMA models can be better identified and estimated by reducing the non-stationarity problem observed in this study. Also, the sales margin series of firms in the same industry may behave in a more similar pattern than the undeflated earnings series.

(ii) With the availability of more segment data, it may be desirable to include more years’ data to mitigate the test period effects observed in the prediction accuracy tests in this study. It will also help to evaluate the validity of applying Box-Jenkins’ models to undeflated annual accounting earnings by examining the stability of the parameters estimated.

(iii) Related to (ii), the research design of this study can be refined in order to examine the effects of several variables on the relative prediction accuracy of the segment-based model and the consolidated-based model at the same time. That is, with more test periods, the paired comparison t-test or the Wilcoxon signed ranks sum test can be extended to more complex tests for multiple treatments such as the test with an analysis-of-covariance model with repeated measures.

(iv) This study simply compared the prediction accuracy of competing models. Thus, it cannot provide enough implications on whether the predicted earnings of the segment-based model can be a better proxy for the market earnings expectation. With a security price association test for each competing model, we may be able to examine whether the segment-based model better captures the the way the market forms expectations of security prices.
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